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CHIEF

COP ASSISTANT
(Vacant)

OPERATIONS DIVISION (DC)
(Vacant)

ACCREDITATION/COMPLIANCE/ TRAINING SPECIALIST

DIRECTOR OF ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES
(Vacant)

OPERATIONS & SPECIAL EVENTS LT

PATROL SERGEANTS
(6 - 3 Vacant)

SQUADS (4)
OFFICERS (18 - budgeted for 28): K-9, Bikes, FTO, IPT

QUARTERMASTER

PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS LT–

INVESTIGATIONS BUREAU SERGEANT (PIO)

DETECTIVES
(2 – 1 vacant)

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
- IAB (Contracted)
- TRAINING (Vacant)
- COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT (Vacant)

IT MANAGER

IT STAFF (2 – 1 vacancy)

COMM CENTER SUPERVISOR

DISPATCHERS
(8)
(1 vacant)

RISK MITIGATION MANAGER

SAFETY SERVICES ADMINISTRATOR
(Vacant)

CSRS & GUARDS
(12)
(5 vacant)
- Nightwalk
- Tower
- HUB
- SOC
- ICA
- CSE

IT MANAGER

RECRODS, PUBLIC DISCLOSURE & CLERY ADMINISTRATOR

- RECORDS SPECIALISTS
(Vacant)
- CRIME ANALYST
- RECEPTIONIST

FTO – Field Training
IPT – Incident Prevention Team
PIO – Public Information Officer
IAB – Internal Affairs Bureau (investigations)
CSR – Campus Safety Responder
HUB – Student Union Building
SOC – Security Operations Center
Interim Jaross and Stewart – Receiving a TSI for higher level duties